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Autumn Moon
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y Finished Quilt Size: 84" x 84"" y Block size: 10" x 10"

Fabric Requirements and Cutting Guide

Notes: “wof” means "width of fabric"

Fabric A
border #1
4844-0113
1-3/4 yards
Fussy cut (4) 4-1/2" x 60-1/2" borders on length of fabric, centering on the paisley stripe
Fabric B
border #3
4845-0113 or 4845-0142
2 yards
Cut (8) 7-1/2" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end the cut:
(2) 7-1/2" x 70-1/2" borders for sides of quilt and (2) 7-1/4" x 84-1/2" borders for top/bottom of quilt
Fabric C
block A
4846-0129
1/4 yard
Cut (2) 3" x wof strips, recut into (18) 3" squares
Fabric D
block B
4846-0142
1/4 yard
Cut (3) 2" x wof strips, recut into (18) 2" x 3" rectangles and (18) 2" x 4-1/2" strips
Fabric E
block A
4847-0114
½ yard
Cut (6) 2" x wof strips, recut into (18) 2" x 5-1/2" pieces and (18) 2" x 7" pieces
Fabric F
block B
4847-0129
¼ yard
Cut (2) 3" x wof strips, recut into (18) 3" squares
Fabric G
block A
4848-0113
1/2 yard
Cut (10) 1-1/2" x wof strips, from these strips cut (18) 1-1/2" x 9-1/2" pieces and (18) 1-1/2" x 10-1/2" pieces
Fabric H
block B
4848-0142
½ yard
Cut (6) 2" x wof strips, recut into (18) 2" x 5-1/2" pieces and (18) 2" x 7" pieces
Fabric I
block A
4849-0129
2/3 yard
Cut (10) 2" x wof strips, from these strips cut (18) 2" x 8" pieces and (18) 2" x 9-1/2" pieces
Fabric J
block B
4849-0132
2/3 yard
Cut (10) 2" x wof strips, from these strips cut (18) 2" x 8" pieces and (18) 2" x 9-1/2" pieces
Fabric K
block B, borders, binding 4850-0113
1-1/4 yards
Cut (9) 2-1/4" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end for binding
Cut (10) 1-1/2" x wof strips, from these strips cut (18) 1-1/2" x 9-1/2" pieces and (18) 1-1/2" x 10-1/2" pieces
Cut (1) 4-1/2" x wof strip, recut into (4) 4-1/2" squares
Fabric L
block A
4850-0114
¼ yard
Cut (5) 1-1/2" x wof strips, from these strips cut:
(18) 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" strips and (18) 1-1/2" x 5-1/2" strips
Fabric M
block A-B, border #2
4850-0129 1-1/3 yards
Cut (20) 1-1/2" x wof strips, recut into (36) 1-1/2" x 7" pieces and (36) 1-1/2" x 8" pieces
Cut (8) 1-1/2" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end then cut (2) side borders 1-1/2" x 68-1/2” and (2) top/bottom borders 1-1/2" x 70-1/2"
Fabric N
block A
4850-0132
¼ yard
Cut (3) 2" x wof strips, recut into (18) 2" x 3" rectangles and (18) 2" x 4-1/2" strips
Fabric O
block B
4850-0166
¼ yard
Cut (5) 1-1/2" x wof strips, from these strips cut:
(18) 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" strips and (18) 1-1/2" x 5-1/2" strips
Backing: 6-1/2 yards 4848-0113 for the dark bordered quilt or 4848-0142 for the light bordered quilt.
Cut (2) pieces 2-1/2 yards long and sew together selvedge to selvedge.
Cut remaining 1-1/3 yard into (3) wof strips 15" x wof, sew together end-to-end then join to one selvedge side of the pieced backing.
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Instructions
Log Cabin blocks A: Referring to the diagram for block A,
sew these strips around the fabric C 3" center square
in this order attaching the shorter strip first then the
longer strip in each color: fabric N 2" x 3” and 2" x 41/2"; fabric L 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" and 1-1/2" x 5-1/2"; fabric
E 2" x 5-1/2" and 2" x 7"; fabric M 1-1/2" x 7" 1-1/2" x
8-1/2"; fabric I 2" x 8" and 2" x 9-1/2"; fabric G 1-12/" x
9-1/2" and 1-1/2" x 10-1/2". Make 18 blocks
Log Cabin blocks B: Referring to the diagram for block B,
sew these strips around the fabric F 3" center square
in this order attaching the shorter strip first then the
longer strip in each color: fabric D 2" x 3” and 2" x 41/2"; fabric O 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" and 1-1/2" x 5-1/2"; fabric
H 2" x 5-1/2" and 2" x 7"; fabric M 1-1/2" x 7" 1-1/2" x
8-1/2"; fabric J 2" x 8" and 2" x 9-1/2"; fabric K 1-12/" x
9-1/2" and 1-1/2" x 10-1/2". Make 18 blocks.
Block Assembly: Refer to diagram, join (2) blocks A and (2)
blocks B together into a square, watching the orientation of the light and dark sides of the blocks to make
(4) four block units. Make 9.
Quilt Assembly: Refer to the diagram and sew the four
block units together in (3) rows of (3) units each. Sew
the rows together.
Border #1: Join a fabric A 4-1/2" x 60-1/2" border to opposite sides of the quilt top. Join a fabric K 4-1/2" square
to each end of the (2) remaining fabric A borders. Join
these to the top/bottom of the quilt top.
Border #2: Join the fabric M 1-1/2" x 68-1/2" border to opposite sides of the quilt top. Join the fabric M 1-1/2" x
70-1/2" borders to top/bottom of the quilt top.
Border #3: Join the fabric B 7-1/2" x 70-1/2" borders to opposite sides of the quilt top. Join the fabric B 70-1/2" x
84-1/2" borders to the top/bottom of the quilt top.
Layer the quilt top, batting and backing. Quilt the layers
together. Bind to finish the outside edges.
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Quilt Assembly Diagram
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